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Abstract : Confinement induces various modifications in the dynamics of polymers as

compared to bulk. We focus here on the role of dynamical heterogeneities on the mechanics
of confined polymers. Using a simple model, that allows computation of the mechanical
response over 10 decades in frequency, we show that the local mechanical coupling
controlling the macroscopic response in the bulk, disappears in a confined geometry. The
slowest domains significantly contribute to the mechanical response for increasing
confinement. As a consequence, the apparent glass transition is broadened and shifted towards
lower frequencies as confinement increases. We compare our numerical predictions with
experiments performed on PEA chains in model filled elastomers. We suggest that the change
of elastic coupling between domains induced by confinement should contribute significantly
to the polymer mobility shift observed on filled systems.

More than 20 years ago it was established that the dynamics of confined polymers differs
considerably from the bulk dynamics, as observed using various techniques [1-14]. Despite
some discrepancies, a general result is that, if the polymer has a strong interaction with a solid
surface, its dynamics is considerably slowed down near the surface [15-20]. Experimentally,
the slowing down results in a shift of the dynamics in the vicinity of the alpha-relaxation
characterizing the glass transition. An increase of the glass transition temperature with
confinement is often reported for thin polymer films in strong interaction with a substrate or

confined between two surfaces [21-23]. The increase can be significant over a length up to a
few tens of nanometer. This phenomenon is of crucial importance in filled polymers – such as
car tires – since the confined polymeric zones between fillers have been shown to control
most of the mechanical properties of the macroscopic samples [24]. In most filled polymers, a
slight shift of the macroscopic glass transition temperature is observed, of the order of a few
Kelvins. That shift is associated with a large broadening of the low frequency part of the alpha
relaxation peak [25-28].
The change in polymer dynamics results from volume reduction and interfacial effects.
According to molecular dynamics simulations [29-31], strong polymer-substrate interactions
lead to structural modifications of polymer chains in the very vicinity of the surface (free
volume fluctuations, changes in polymer conformation). However, recent works [32-33,60]
have shown that dynamical heterogeneities may also be responsible for the impact of
geometrical confinement on glass transition. In this work, we deduce the distribution of
relaxation times from the bulk viscoelastic behavior. We then estimate the contribution of
dynamical heterogeneities on the slowing down of confined polymer chains in strong
interaction with a solid substrate.
Over the past twenty years, the strongly heterogeneous nature of glass dynamics close to Tg
has been demonstrated experimentally [35-36] using NMR [37-39], fluorescence recovery
after photo-bleaching [40-45], dielectric hole-burning [46] or solvation dynamics [47]. At
temperatures about 20K above Tg, the coexistence of domains with relaxation time
distributions spreading over more than 4 decades has been reported. However, the length
scales  of these domains are difficult to measure and would range from 3 to 5 nm and weakly
increase – by less than a factor 2 – for decreasing temperature [38, 48-50] As a consequence,
polymer films whose thickness is of the order of the length scale of the dynamical
heterogeneities should exhibit properties different from bulk polymers [2-19].
On the theoretical side, mechanical properties of glasses have been also studied by molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations [51-57] revealing that mechanical properties are heterogeneous.
Papakonstantopoulos et al [56] have shown that the elastic modulus is heterogeneous at a
scale of the order of 1 nm, some regions exhibiting negative moduli. However, considering
the time and length scales of Molecular Dynamics simulations, heavy calculations would be
required to predict the full relaxation of a system near its Tg that is composed of a significant
number of heterogeneities and over 10 decades in time. Other approaches include potential

energy landscape paradigms [58-59] or the Non Linear Langevin Equation (NLE) [60] but
they constitute mean field theories, and lack a spatial description. In order to reach relevant
time and length scales, one needs to develop a coarse - grained model that accounts both for
the bulk mechanical properties and for the dynamical heterogeneities. Successful
demonstration that dynamical heterogeneities induce both a shift and a broadening of the glass
transition in confined geometry has been obtained with such a model [34].

FIG. 1: (color online) Schematic representation of the model. A viscoelastic behavior is
associated to each domain. A relaxation time i is randomly assigned to each domain, the
other parameters being kept constant. Each domain is constituted of 8 quadratic elements. In
bulk simulations, all the boundary conditions are periodic on the three faces, whereas for
confined geometry two boundaries are two parallel rigid plates with a homogeneous
displacement. The mean strain tensor is imposed. The 4 other boundary conditions are
periodic.

In the present work, we precisely describe how the dynamical and mechanical couplings
between dynamical heterogeneities in the glass transition domain are modified by

confinement, and how they modify the macroscopic response of confined polymers as
compared to bulk.
In order to analyze the effect of dynamical heterogeneities on the mechanical properties of
confined glassy polymers, we have developed a simple mechanical model, in which the
sample is divided into domains that represent the heterogeneities. We assume that each
domain behaves as a Maxwell fluid, with a constant glassy modulus Gg and a relaxation time
i distributed with a log-normal law (see figure 1). The latter assumption finds justification in
the fact that domain relaxation results from the fluctuations of a large number (a few tens) of
monomers. According to the central limit theorem, the distribution of the energy barrier to be
overcome should follow a Gaussian law. As a consequence, the distribution of times - which
vary as the exponential of the energy barrier over thermal energy - should follow a log-normal
law. In addition to the Maxwell behavior, and in order to describe the entropic stress that
remains in the system after alpha- relaxation, we add simple rubber elasticity such that the
viscoelastic modulus of a single domain Gi writes :
𝑖𝜔𝜏

𝐺𝑖 (𝜔) = 𝐺(𝜔𝜏𝑖 ) = 𝐺𝑔 1+𝑖𝜔𝜏𝑖 + 𝐺𝑅
𝑖

(1)

where i is the life-time of the domain i,  the frequency of solicitation, Gg and GR
respectively the glassy modulus and the rubber plateau modulus. We impose continuous stress
and strain between neighboring domains. Thus, our model predicts an Eshelby-like stressstrain field after the instantaneous relaxation of a single domain in a frozen matrix. These
elastic couplings generate a correlation between the effective relaxation times of the domains
even though their intrinsic times i are uncorrelated.
In that frame, the value of GR implicitly introduces a new length scale R, corresponding to
𝑘𝑇

the distance associated with rubber elasticity: 𝜉𝑅 = 𝑏𝑁1/2 = √𝑏𝐺 with b, the length and N
𝑅

the number of Kuhn segments in one elastic strand. For most entangled polymers, GR values
are between 0.1 and 1 MPaleading toRof the order of 7 to 4 nm which is similar to the
range of  values reported for dynamical heterogeneities in glassy polymers. This agreement
confirms the relevancy of our simple model.
We have chosen to neglect the Rouse dynamics occurring at the end of the modulus relaxation
towards its rubber value. In the range of the considered GR values, the number of Rouse
modes N in one elastic strand is small (typically between 15 and 30). The Rouse dynamics of

the polymer chains only weakly delays the relaxation of the macroscopic modulus occurring
between NGR et GR. We have checked that the Rouse modes only hardly modify the modulus
by a factor NGR/Gg.
Using a 3D calculation, the viscoelastic response of the alpha-relaxation of polymers can be
described in the frame of that model. A log-normal distribution of the intrinsic times i, was
chosen, characterized by its width :
𝑝(log(𝜏))  ∝  𝑒

−

(log(𝜏)−log(𝜏𝑚 ))2
2𝜎2

(2)

We have checked that the width  varies linearly with the inverse of the  exponent of the
KWW stretched exponential function. The fragility of the polymer glass thus increases with
. With the different pure polymers we have tested, we found that the value of  ranges
from 1.5 to 2.5.
Figure 2(a) shows that the viscoelastic response measured for a cross-linked
Poly(ethylacrylate) (PEA) is well described by our model over the whole 10 decades
frequency range with ± GR and Gg are equal to 0.3 MPa and 0.95 GPa
respectively, and R= 5 nm. Therefore, domains which characteristic times differ of more
than 4 orders of magnitude coexist in the bulk glassy polymer. As explained in a previous
work [62], the slowest domains only weakly influence the bulk viscoelasticity because they
are surrounded by faster domains. After a step strain, the slow domains are quickly embedded
in a low stress matrix and thus release their stress by elastic transfer to their neighbors. The
relaxation of the local stress undergone by the slowest domains occurs faster than their
intrinsic local time – say their relaxations if solicited alone. The effective times characterizing
the relaxation of the slowest domains are thus shorter than their intrinsic times. For instance,
figure 2(b) shows the correlation of i with the local effective relaxation times eff,i that is
defined by the first passage at one tenth of their initial stress. Simulations parameters are the
ones that correspond to Poly(ethylacrylate) chains. Thus, the macroscopic time distribution
for bulk systems is truncated at low frequency as compared to the time distribution of the
domains.
We show later that confinement utterly modifies that picture. Since we aim at evidencing the
role of mechanical heterogeneities on the confinement mechanics, independently of others
surface induced phenomena, we choose not to take into account the dynamics modifications
induced by the interactions with the substrate existing in real confined systems. Instead, we

assume that the intrinsic relaxation times of the domains are not modified by the vicinity of
the substrate. We compute the simple shear apparent modulus, which corresponds to the one
of a homogenous sample with the same mechanical response than the heterogeneous system
we study.

FIG. 2: (color online) Viscoelastic shear modulus as a function of frequency in bulk (a) and in
confined geometries (c). In (a), the value of parameter  is chosen such that the numerical
data describes the experimental data for Poly(ethylacrylate). In (b): is shown the correlation
between the local effective relaxation times eff,i and the intrinsic times i of domains deduced
from simulations of the PEA viscoelastic modulus of fig 2a. eff,i corresponds to the time
such that the local stress of a domain is equal to Gg/10 for the first time. In (c) dashed lines
correspond to sandwich confined geometry for thicknesses of 1, 2, 4, and 8 domains. FE
prediction for a 1 domain thick free standing film in tensile condition is in squares. The three
asymptotic cases are purely parallel, serie and bulk calculation – similar to (a) case but for
GR=10-3 GPa and Gg=1GPa.

More precisely, we have computed the viscoelastic response of a thin film between two rigid
plates, moving one plate parallel to the other, as depicted in fig. 1. The upper and lower
boundaries are infinitely rigid boundaries. The lateral boundary conditions are periodic in
strain. We vary the film thickness from 1 to 8 domains, the total number of domains
remaining equal to 512, i.e. above the minimum sample size (RVE) required to get results
independent on the time spectrum drawing for all confined geometry with a precision of 5%
on log(G′ ). The results are shown in fig. 2(c) that reports the apparent viscoelastic modulus as
a function of the frequency. The calculation has been done for Gg=1, GR= 10-3 and  =2, that
are typical values for pure homopolymers.
We observe - for increasing confinement - both a shift of the modulus relaxation towards low
frequency and a broadening of the modulus frequency dependence. For high confinement one domain thickness -, the value of the apparent modulus can easily be estimated: each
domain is submitted to a simple shear with the same deformation as the macroscopic one. As
a result, the viscoelastic modulus is simply the parallel average of the domains visco-elastic
+∞

modulus : 𝐺𝑒𝑓𝑓 (𝜔, ℎ = 1) = ∫0

𝑃(𝜏)𝐺 ∗ (𝜔𝜏) 𝑑𝜏 .

Since the width of the time distribution is huge, this one domain layer model differs by orders
of magnitude from the bulk modulus.
Note that our model predicts for a free standing film of 1 domain thickness (L3=1, L1=8 and
h=64) in tensile condition a shift of the Young modulus relaxation towards high frequencies.
Lastly, the mechanical response of a 1D structure (L1=L3=1 and h=) is given by the series
∞

−1

−1

average of the domains viscoelastic modulus (∫0 𝑃(𝜏)𝐺 ∗ (𝜔𝜏)𝑑𝜏) . In t he following, we
will focus on the sandwich confined geometry relevant for filled elastomers.
We analyze the local effective relaxation times eff,i - i.e. the equivalent relaxation time for
the first passage at a stress level of one tenth of its initial value. We plot, in fig. 3(a), the
correlation map between the stress decay time eff,i and the intrinsic relaxation time i. As
already mentioned, in the bulk, the fast time part of the effective time spectrum is fully
correlated to the intrinsic one. Nevertheless, the slowest domains relax faster than when
isolated, as a result from their elastic interaction with the fast domains. Their effective
relaxation times fluctuate around a limit value that increases in average with the confinement.
As h decreases, the correlation between i and 𝜏𝑒𝑓𝑓,𝑖 extends towards the longest times of the
initial time spectrum. For large confinement (h=1), the effective times are fully correlated

with i. Thus, the effect of confinement on the average relaxation modulus of a confined
system simply results from a loss of efficiency of the elastic interactions between domains.
The couplings that induce a truncation of the time relaxation spectrum in bulk disappear for
increasing confinement. As a consequence, the macroscopic time distribution tends towards
the intrinsic time distribution.

FIG. 3 : (color online) (a) Correlation between the effective stress decay time – time of first
passage at one tenth of the initial stress eff,i and the intrinsic time i for three confinement
values (h=1, h=2, bulk). Data for h=1 and h=2 have been respectively shifted by a factor 100
and 10. (b) Maps of shear stress at the same macroscopic relaxation time t=20 for confined
(h=2) and unconfined (h=32) systems. The scale is the same in both maps.

Similar conclusions can be drawn from the stress maps during relaxation. Figure 3(b)
compares the local shear stresses at the time t = 20m of the bulk (h=32) and confined (h=2)
cases for 2D calculations. At this stage of the macroscopic relaxation, the stress of the
confined system is twice larger than the bulk one, and the stress is more localized. In fact the
stress is transmitted for one plate to the other by paths of slow domains orientated at + and –
45°.
We now compare our model to experimental 𝑇𝑔 shifts due to confinement. NMR and
calorimetry experiments on PEA elastomers filled with grafted silica particles [21] evidenced

a mobility decrease of polymers chains between two fillers. Beyond a layer of thickness e0,
composed of frozen grafter molecules at the NMR time scale, the 𝑇𝑔 shift in these systems can
𝛿

be described by : ∆𝑇𝑔𝑁𝑀𝑅 (𝑧) ≅ 𝑇𝑔 𝑧 where z is the distance to the particle surface excluding
the grafter layer, and  the length over which chains are slowed down beyond e0.
We first consider PEA/Silica systems in which interactions at the polymer/particle interface
are small and the crosslink density of the polymer matrix is unchanged by addition of fillers,
in particular in their vicinity [63]. NMR measurements provide a  value of 0.1 nm in these
samples. In what follows, we will estimate the contribution of dynamical heterogeneities to
the corresponding slowing down of the dynamics.
∆𝑇𝑔𝑁𝑀𝑅 was estimated taking as reference temperature T=273K, i.e. within the glass transition
zone at the NMR frequency [63]. At that temperature, the average reorientation time 𝜏𝑐
measured by NMR roughly corresponds to a loss of 90% of the macroscopic stress. We find
that the frequency at which the macroscopic modulus G’ is equal to

𝐺𝑔
10

is shifted by about 1

decade between the bulk PEA sample and the h=1 confined geometry. Consequently, we
compare the 𝑇𝑔 shifts measured by NMR to the ones obtained by converting the frequency
𝐺𝑔

corresponding to 10 in the simulations into a temperature. For that conversion, we use the bulk
WLF coefficients inferred from rheological curves (C1 = 18 and C2 = 77K at Tref = Tg = 253K).
Figure 4 shows the variations of Tgth(h)=(Tg(h)-Tg(h)) predicted by our simulations
for PEA chains, where h is the thickness expressed in numbers of domains, and  the size of
one domain equal to 5 nm in this case. Our model predicts that Tgth varies as the inverse of
the film thickness, which roughly corresponds to the long range effect observed by NMR.
Note that the 1/h scaling of Tg is observed whatever the value of G’ chosen as reference to
characterize the frequency shift of the dynamics in the glass transition of the confined system.
For such weak interactions with the particles, comparison of numerical and experimental data
shows that the dynamical heterogeneities contribute up to 80% to the slowing down of the
PEA chains close to the particle surfaces. Note that assuming =2nm the contribution of
dynamical heterogeneities decreases to 40%.

FIG. 4 : (color online) logarithm of the normalized shift in Tg as a function of the logarithm of
𝑧 = 𝜉ℎ as deduced from our model, and experimental law deduced from NMR. The parameter
 was taken equal to 5 nm.
We now consider systems in which PEA chains are covalently bonded to particles and the
crosslink density is larger at the particle/polymer interface. Assuming that the Tg value does
not increase with the crosslink density, NMR measurements give a value of 0.15 nm. In this
case, assuming =5nm, heterogeneities contribute up to 50% to the slowing down observed
beyond the grafter layer thickness e0 equal to 2 nm.
Consequently, the slowing down of polymer chains confined between two solid surfaces may
result from other effects than heterogeneities. In the filled elastomers we consider here, the
dynamics is totally frozen within a layer of thickness e0 as observed by NMR. The slowing
down induced by polymer structural modifications in the vicinity of the substrate and other
short range effects like the change of the intrinsic dynamics by the vicinity of the surface [64]
are included in this frozen layer of thickness e0. However, we show that dynamical
heterogeneities mainly contribute to the slowing down of the polymer chain dynamics
observed beyond e0. We demonstrate that this physical effect cannot be neglected. Its

contribution can be deduced from the viscoelastic response of the bulk polymer in order to
fully determine the weight of the other mechanisms at stake.
We show that the effect of dynamical heterogeneities accounts for the long range modification
of the dynamics in confined systems. Our model underlines that the mechanical response of a
confined system reveals the long times part of the relaxation times distribution, which cannot
be revealed using bulk measurements. As a consequence, the low frequency part of the
relaxation modulus is significantly broadened by confinement, over several decades whereas
the maximum dissipation is shifted by only one decade. Our model predicts that Tgth(h)
increases linearly with and log(Gg/) where  is the modulus level chosen to estimate the
frequency shift between bulk and confined systems. For >1 and <Gg/2, a good
𝐺
𝐶 0.5𝜎
𝑙𝑜𝑔 ( 𝜃𝑔).
ℎ
1

approximation is given by : Δ𝑇𝑔𝑡ℎ [𝜉ℎ, 𝜎, 𝜃] ≃  𝐶2

That feature is consistent with

most reports on filled elastomers [65], for which the position of the  relaxation peak is
observed to be only slightly modified by confinement whereas its low frequency wing is
always broader than the bulk one. Understanding the effects determining the mechanical
behavior of confined polymers is thus of great importance for filled elastomers in which the
zones confined between fillers have a major contribution to their complex mechanical
response.
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